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*Information about the reference*

(R) = is a review  
(’) = not in Pubmed  
(*) = reference in Refman (at NIPH-DK) from PubMed  
(a) = ref. includes abstract  
(+)= available at NIPH-DK or on the Internet

*Reference described according to criteria for inclusion*

(5) = from the last 5 years (1998-2003), on children  
(10)= from the last 10 years (1993-2003), on children  
(5<)= from the last 5 years (1998-2003), general public  
(0)= Reference does not meet abovementioned criteria on date of publishing or is not on children

[no. = ID number in RefMan PINCHE noise file]
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References in other languages than English
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Polish?
(a) Hałas w szkołach zawodowych. Przyczyny występowania i ocena narażenia uczniów.


Koszarny Zbigniew, Jankowska Daria


Uwarunkowania klimatu akustycznego pomieszczeń szkół

Koszarny Zbigniew, Jankowska Daria. (Determination of acoustic climate inside elementary schools)


Podzień w świecie hałasu.

Helbin Jadwiga, Potocki Artur (Juveniles in the world of noise)

rodz: Probl. Hig. 2000 (69)
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